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INTRODUCTION

The desegregation of intercollegiate athletics in the state of Florida during the late
1960s was characteristic of a regional trend in Southern colleges and spmis toward an
increasing level of racial interaction. While the rather belated recruitment of
African-American athletes by Florida colleges appeared anachronistic in the national
setting, this delay typified the Southern white resistance to dismantling the institution of
segregation. However, the desire to create a nationally ranked or competitive team
created an atmosphere advantageous to desegregating Florida's intercollegiate athletic
programs. Quite simply, if Florida colleges wanted to create competitive teams then
they needed talented athletes, even if those athletes happened to be black. Combined
with the rising voice of the African-American struggle for equality and the bitih of the
black power movement in 1966, the recruiting of black athletes by Florida's colleges
illustrated the diminishing reality of racial segregation.
From the outset of this paper, it is necessary to clarify and defme the usage of
two, sometimes confusing terms: desegregation and integration. For the purposes of this
paper, integration refers to the "maximum degree of racial interaction thought possible in
a given situation" and desegregation the "minimum." 1 Expanding slightly on this
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connotation of desegregation, this term should be understood as the process through
which segregation is eliminated. Logically following, desegregated simply means the
absence of segregation. The simple lifting of institutional barriers, which does not
necessarily encourage integration, and the persistent double standard in black and white
recruiting has been the character of the historical process of desegregating college sports
in Florida--as elsewhere.
Specifically, this paper examines the desegregation of sports at four colleges
within the state of Florida: The University of Florida and Florida State University, both
public institutions, and Jacksonville University and Florida Presbyterian College
(renamed Eckerd College in 1970). Beginning in the fall of 1965 at Florida Presbyterian,
the appearance of African-American athletes at these Florida colleges illustrated a shift
toward the increasing modernization of American sports. As defined by Allen
Guttmann, a key component of modern sports was the ideal of equality, i.e., allowing
everyone the equal opportunity to compete. While in practice this theoretical model does
not hold, with obvious inconsistencies abounding throughout the American sporting
world, "modern sports assume equality."2 Despite these contradictions, the fundamental
tenet of modern sports, namely the desire to win, forced a shift toward realizing the ideal
of equality. As Guttmann pointed out, "the logic of modern sports called clearly for the
recruitment of black players who promised to perform better than their white
counterparts. u3
2
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As with all such sweeping generalizations, its complete accuracy on specific
accounts can be disputed. However, the degree to which racial batTiers toppled
under the pressure to create competitive teams was a central dynamic in the process of
desegregation. Clearly, as will be seen in the following pages, the extent to which
college officials gave way to this emerging trend varied from school to school. At each
of these four schools, a distinct story unfolded. Different geographical regions, varying
personalities of coaches and administrators, racial traditions at the schools--these were
just a few of the many variations in the process of desegregation. However, while these
stories evolved under varying circumstances and pressures (or lack thereof), they
remained intricately intertwined with historical forces on both the national and state
level.
One such impetus which fostered the desegregation of Florida's sports programs
lay in the activities of the African-American struggle for equality. Black athletes were
more than involuntary pawns in the process of desegregation--black agency was key to
the entire process. As athletes, their positions made them visible to sports crazed
fans, both at the games and through the local and national press. With this attention,
the plight of Mrican-Americans in Florida, as well as across the United States, became
increasingly difficult to ignore. Whether through direct action and protest or through
simple athletic brilliance, the actions of black athletes themselves advanced the
desegregation of Florida's athletic programs.

Sports (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: the University ofNorth Carolina Press, 1988),
pp. 119-138.

5
This political action of Mrican-American athletes rooted itself in a larger
tradition of black protest and evolving awareness. American involvement in World War
II against the fascist regime of Nazi Germany precipitated the beginnings of a
fundamental transformation of the system of segregation in the United States. In the fight
against tyranny in Europe, the irony of the inequalities which confronted
Mrican-Americans at home became blazingly apparent. During the war, black
communities throughout the United States proclaimed the double- V slogan, calling for
victory abroad against the oppressive forces of fascism and a victory at home against the
racism endemic to America. A. Philip Randolph's call for a march on Washington, D.C.
in 1941 and the founding of the Congress of Racial Equality the following year
symbolized the increasing ebullition of African-Americans demand for equality. It was
time for the United States, a nation created on the ideal ofliberty, to live up to its
promises. 4
On October 23, 1945, slightly more than two months after the end of World War

II, Branch Rickey, the president of the Brooklyn Dodgers, announced he had signed
John (Jackie) Roosevelt Robinson to play for the Montreal Royals.5 Although Rickey
signed other African-American athletes to contracts with Dodger farm clubs, Robinson
became the first black athlete to cross the color line in a major league uniform since the
early 20th century.6 Shortly after Robinson's historic 1945 signing, other professional
4
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sports teams lowered the barriers of segregation. In 1946, the Cleveland Rams moved to
Los Angeles and, motivated by a desire to increase ticket revenue, signed Kenny
Washington and Woody Strode, Jackie Robinson's former roommates at the University of
California, Los Angeles, to professional football contracts. During the 1946-47 season,
William King became the first African-American athlete to compete in the National
Basketball League. In tennis, Athlea Gibson stormed the courts by winning the United
States Tennis Association national tennis tournament at Forest Hills in 1950.7
In general, the Southern press responded to the desegregation of professional
baseball with ardent opposition. Ed Danforth of the Atlanta Journal, oblivious to the
contradiction of segregation in American society, wrote, "I don't see why a top flight
Negro ballplayer would be so anxious to play in white leagues when he is doing so well
in his own organization. ,g In the Dallas News, George White worried about the threat
desegregation of sports posed to the Southern way of life, and Bud Serfiet wrote in South
Carolina, "We live happier with segregation in athletics as well as all other activities."9
The general reaction in Florida typified that of the overall Southern response. A
particularly notable incident occurred in Jacksonville, Florida, in March 1946.
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Robinson's farm club, the Montreal Royals, was scheduled to compete against the Jersey
City Giants in Jacksonville. Anticipating the arrival of the Royals, the local newspaper
noted Robinson's appearance would mark "the first time a member of his race
had played with white ball players at the Jacksonville park." 10 In a town where fifty
percent of the population was African-American, the editors of the newspaper
wondered if the "colored" section at the Jacksonville baseball field would be adequate
to seat the anticipated turnout. 11 Responding to the scheduled arrival of Robinson, the
executive secretary of the Jacksonville Playground and Recreation Commission
announced it was a violation of Recreational Department policy for blacks to compete
against whites on any city-owned playground. After deliberation, the Jacksonville Parks
Commission voted unanimously to cancel the game. 12
Gradually, Florida cities, reflecting a general Southern trend, relaxed their
policies of strict racial segregation on the baseball field. At a game in Miami, Jackie
Robinson and Roy Campanella drew record crowds and "forced the KKK to choke on its
bedsheets." !3 By 1950, St. Petersburg, succumbing to the economic profitability of
spring training, allowed interracial competition. The Tampa baseball club, a member of
the Florida International League, added several black players to its roster in 1952.
The desegregation of professional baseball established a precedent through
which the injustices and inequalities that confronted African-Americans became
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increasingly difficult to ignore. By the time of the landmark Supreme Court decision in
Brown v. The Board ofEducation (1954), which declared the unconstitutionality of
segregated school systems, black baseball players competed for desegregated teams in
the North, West, Midwest, and South. Particularly in the South, this emergence of the
African-American athlete on the previously all-white baseball field represented a direct
challenge to the historical conception of black athletes. In a tradition dating back to the
sixteenth century, the Southern image of the Mrican-American was that of a whimsical
"Sambo," incapable of ambition or intellectual pursuits, naturally inclined to singing,
dancing, and playing games. 14

Despite this innate affinity for play, the stereotype of

the perpetual child with a proclivity for laziness made blacks incapable of athletic
competition. As a result of the absence of direct competition between African-American
and white athletes, the image of white superiority and the Southern institution of racial
segregation remained unscathed. However, once black athletes began appearing on
previously all-white Southern baseball fields in the decade following the initial
desegregation of professional baseball, a contradiction in the entrenched racial traditions
became apparent.
Despite the increased racial interaction in professional spmts, the South
remained a segregated society in which the laws of Jim Crow prevailed. Although
desegregation on the baseball field represented the beginning of a social transformation,
most Southern whites believed their system of segregation was secure from any

14
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9
far-reaching revolution. Blacks continued to ride in the back of the bus, attend
separate schools, and use specially designated bathrooms and water fountains at public
facilities. By the mid-1950s, even the "complacent acceptance" which characterized the
mood ofwhite Southerners in the early years of baseball's desegregation began to fade . IS
With the ruling in the second Brown decision in May 1955 and the increasing agitation of
black civil rights activists, the South was placed in a reactionary position, prepared to
defend its treasured institution of Jim Crow.
On May 17, 1954, the United States Supreme Court declared in Brown v.

The Board ofEducation that the doctrine of separate but equal, as established
by Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896, was a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the
United States Constitution. Unanimously deciding in favor of the arguments of
Thurgood Marshall and the Legal Defense Fund of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, the Court ruled that separate educational facilities were
inherently unequal and therefore stigmatized Mrican-American children as inferior.
Reading the decision of the Court, Chief Justice Earl Warren announced "that in the field
of public education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no place."16
A culmination of years of patience, methodical planning, and self sacrifice, the

Brown decision was a tremendous victory for black Americans across the nation.
However, while this ruling declared the unconstitutionality of segregated school systems,
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the Court issued no plan for implementation nor any specific deadline for the
desegregation of schools. To solve this deficiency, the Court requested that the Attorney
General of the United States, attorney general of those states affected by the decision,
and the NAACP submit briefs proposing possible procedures for desegregation. I?
Thurgood Marshall and the NAACP asked for nothing less than the immediate
desegregation of schools, arguing there was no reason to delay justice for
African-Americans. The attorney generals of the Southern states proposed that slow,
gradual change was absolutely essential to ensure a safe, violence free atmosphere. On
May 31, 1955, taking into consideration these opposing arguments, the Court set a rather
vague timetable for the desegregation of schools, ordering compliance to proceed "with
all deliberate speed." 18
Responding to the ruling of the Court, both the NAACP and white Southerners
found fault with the second Brown decision. Marshall, correctly perceiving the situation,
feared that the Comi orders vague wording would allow Southern politicians to resist and
delay desegregation. For a majority of Southern whites, the Court's mandate, regardless
of its imprecise phrasing, was a step towards dismantling their treasured institutions. For
them, any action to initiate desegregation was a direct challenge to the traditions and
heritage of Southern society, a challenge they were prepared to confront head on.l9
In 1956, in response to the second Brown decision, 101 Southern
17
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congressmen signed the Southern Manifesto. A symbol of Southern unity and a
reprimand to the Supreme Court for its abuse of judicial authority, this document was a
notice to the federal government that the South was prepared to defy the Brown
decision.20 Throughout the South, white protest manifested itself in various forms. In
Mississippi, whites organized the Citizens Council in direct response to Brown, and
eventually the Klu Klux Klan reemerged in force. In 1956, when Autherine Lucy
attempted to desegregate the University of Alabama, violence broke out across the
campus and her admittance was denied. On September 25, 1957, Governor Orval
Faubaus of Arkansas placed National Guardsmen outside Little Rock Central High
School in Arkansas to deny admittance to the school's first black students. President
Eisenhower responded by deploying the 101 st Airborne Division of the United States
Army to ensure the desegregation of the high school.
In Florida, even with moderate Governor Leroy Collins, the hopes of
African-Americans for school desegregation were severely limited. The Brown decision
precipitated among a majority of white Floridians a backlash that created conditions ideal
for maintaining a segregated school system. The Fabinski committee, whose members
were appointed in March 1956 by Governor Collins and Attorney General Richard Ervin,
pursued legal avenues to circumvent the implementation of Brown.21 As part of its
study, the committee surveyed parents of high school students all across the state on the
20
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process of desegregation. When asked if they believed black students should be
permitted to attend Florida's all-white public universities, 64 percent of the respondents
answered they would deny admittance "under any circumstances. "22
Further illustrating the atmosphere in Florida, Governor Collins appointed a
Community College Council to determine the necessity of junior colleges in the state of
Florida. In 1957, the council reported that 32 areas throughout the state should develop
junior colleges. The council recommended that 13 of those areas should develop
institutions exclusively for the education of African-American students. Responding to
this obvious breach of the Brown decision, Collins argued the Court ruling had not taken
hold in the South and after all, "we were still Southerners."23
The Brown decision also produced a reactionary response on the fields of
school sports in the South, as the advances which followed the desegregation of
professional baseball quickly diminished. In 1956, the Louisiana state legislature passed
an ordinance during a special session proscribing any interracial athletic competition. In
January of the same year, the board of reagents ofthe Georgia University system forbade
any of its schools from competing against racially mixed teams. During a basketball
tournament in Evansville, Indiana, in December 1956, the administration of Mississippi
State College ordered its team home because of the presence of African-American
players on opposing teams.24
22
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As Southern whites rushed to defend their institution of racial segregation
following the second Brown decision, African-Americans became increasingly vocal
on the inequalities which they confronted in American society. On December 1, 1955,
Rosa L. Parks was arrested for violating the bus-segregation ordinance in Montgomery,
Alabama. Precipitating a bus boycott in Montgomery which lasted 3 81 days, this
successful mass action protest marked the beginning of a series of protests throughout
the Deep South. In Tallahassee, Florida, a similar boycott, organized by the students of
Florida A&M University (the four-year state funded college for African-Americans) and
the Reverend C. K. Steele, was initiated on May 27, 1956. While no official settlement
was ever reached between the city commission and the protesting students, the sight of
blacks at the front of the city buses gradually became a common occurrence.25
By the 1960s, the student involvement which characterized the Florida A&M
bus boycott became a powerful vehicle for change in the struggle for civil rights. On
February 1, 1960, four African-American freshmen attending North Carolina A&T
College in Greensboro, North Carolina, initiated a decade of student protests by sitting at
the segregated lunch counter at the local Woolworth's.26 In Tallahassee, the students
of Florida A&M launched sit-ins and demonstrations in movie theaters, department
stores, and swimming poo1s. 27 Capturing this youthful energy, the Student Nonviolent
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Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was founded in April 1960 at a meeting held at Shaw
University in Raleigh, North Carolina. Free from the conservative traditions of
established protest gTOups like the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People, SNCC collectively voiced the resentment of American racial injustices for a
generation of ideological students. 28
In addition to the sit-ins, freedom rides, and voter registration drives, that

characterized the activities of the Civil Rights Movement, sports emerged as a forum
in whtch African-Americans could voice their dissatisfaction with American
society. As part of the rising protest, Mel Whitfield, a black athlete and holder of three
Olympic medals, advocated that blacks boycott the 1964 Tokyo Olympic games. His
rationale for the protest reflected the growing discontent among African-Americans
throughout the United States:
I advocate that every Negro ath lete eligible to participate in the Olympic
Games in Japan next October boycott the Games ifNegro Americans by
that time have not been guaranteed full and equal rights as first-class
citizens ... Even the people of foreign lands know that we are still not free in
this country. In Africa, South America, and all nations of Europe, they know
that day-to-day civil rights struggles of the American Negro are but expressions
of his earnest desire to break loose from the shackles that keep him from making
his place in the sun.29

Although the actual boycott was unsuccessful, Whitfield's efforts represented the first
time international spmis served as a vehicle for advancing the African-American struggle
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for equality. 3D
By the time Florida Presbyterian College in St. Petersburg, Florida,
recruited its first African-American athlete in 1964, the protests of the Civil Rights
Movement had swept through much of the Deep South. The movement grew throughout
the early 1960s, culminating with President Lyndon B. Johnson's signing of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, which officially outlawed segregation in public facilities. While an
important victory for African-Americans, one that furthered the process of dismantling
the institution of Jim Crow, the 1964 Civil Rights Act did little to alter the
institutionalized racism inherent in American society. The dissatisfaction resulting from
the absence of any fundamental transformation manifested itself in the Black Power
movement of the late 1960s. Concerned primarily with the assertion of black autonomy
and a call for economic equality, the black power movement garnered support in the
world of sports. In boxing, Cassius Clay, who changed his name to Muhammed Ali after
defeating Sonny Liston for the world heavyweight boxing championship in 1964, became
a leading black nationalist. Capitalizing on his celebrity as an athlete, Ali questioned the
injustices and inequalities in American society, giving voice to the frustration and anger
of African-Americans trapped in inner-city ghettos. 31
The desegregation of Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs occurred
against this national backdrop of turbulence and social upheaval, highlighting the
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inequality which confronted African-Americans. Even though the desegregation of
Florida colleges began in 1958 at the University of Florida, the state's black students
remained segregated from school clubs, fraternities, student government, and intrammal
and intercollegiate sports teams. The process of recruiting black athletes illustrated an
advancement toward obtaining genuine integration within Florida's colleges. While
initially many black athletes felt isolated from the mainstream of campus life, they
ultimately became a dominant force in Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs.

FLORIDA PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE:
THE BEGINNING

In 1959, Florida Presbyterian College, a private, church affiliated institution,
opened its doors on a temporary campus in downtown St. Petersburg. From the school's
inception through the 1960s, the students and faculty of this small college displayed a
tenacious commitment to the cause of the Civil Rights Movement. This devotion to the
African-American struggle for equality manifested itself through participation in local
and national protests--most notably the march in Selma, Alabama in 1965--and the
creation of community-based educational programs designed to assist the city's black
citizens. An anomaly against the backdrop of segregated St. Petersburg and the system of
Jim Crow which pervaded the South, the liberal atmosphere which characterized Florida
Presbyterian College created an ideal setting for the beginning of the desegregation of
Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs.
From the school's inception, a heavy emphasis was placed upon the importance
of academic achievement for all students, including varsity athletes. A member of
any athletic team at Florida Presbyterian was a student-athlete in the traditional sense--a
student first and athlete second. At this institution, sports served as a mechanism to
further develop the capacities of the student, not the sole concentration of an athlete's
energies. As a result, the athletic program at Florida Presbyterian College was somewhat
immune to the pressures of creating winning teams. While the desire to field talented
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athletes encouraged the desegregation of Presbyterian's athletic program, this tendency
offered only a partial explanation as to why this small, previously all-white school in St.
Petersburg, Florida was willing to recruit African-American athletes.
A city which relied heavily upon the yearly influx ofNorthern tourists searching
to capture a glimpse of an early spring, St. Petersburg appeared to be both a serene and
burgeoning community--an ideal setting to raise children or establish a thriving
business. However, underneath this seemingly tranquil environment, the reality of race
relations in St. Petersburg was typical of most Southern cities. In 1914, a black
laborer named John Evans, who was jailed for suspicion of murder, was dragged
from his cell and hung from a downtown light pole. Nearly 1500 angry and hysterical
white citizens looked on as members of the crowd fired shots at the lifeless body.
As an observer of the incident recalled, "Little kids with guns were shootin', and women
standing' there shootin' and screamin' and yellin' and--and shootin' ." 1 The nadir for St.
Petersburg's Mrican-American community, this lynching served as a dramatic and
poignant reminder to local black citizens ofthe existence and danger of racism in the
"Sunshine City."
The murder of John Evans on the downtown streets of St. Petersburg
was an extreme manifestation of the reality of race relations in this Florida city, where
the Southern institution of segregation thrived. In 1955, the local Citizens Council, an
organization which served as a respectable alternative to the violent tactics of the Klu

Jon L. Wilson, "Days of Fear: A Lynching in St. Petersburg," Tampa Bay History
(Fall/Winter 1983), p. 17.
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Klux Klan, was established when seven blacks attempted to swim in segregated Spa Pool

in downtown. A controversy which raged on for nearly four years, the reluctance of St.
Petersburg's officials to desegregate the city's public recreational facilities illustrated the
character of white racial attitudes. Commenting on the decision to close the pool and the
beach rather than to admit African-American patrons, City Manager Ross E . Windom
remarked, "I do not want to be the person that integrated St. Petersburg. "2 In a similar
vein, but perhaps even more revealing, Mayor John D. Burroughs stated, "I like the
Negro. I.like him in his place." 3 Finally in 1959, city officials reopened the public pools
and beaches.
Admission to St. Petersburg's previously segregated recreational facilities was an
important victory for the city's African-American population, which compromised
a total of 13 percent of the local citizenry. The following year, more success followed.
In November, local black students and the NAACP joined together in a sit-in at a
McDonald's located near all-black Gibbs Junior college. The protest, which lasted less
than a month, was generally peaceful with few arrests. Raising the awareness of local
merchants, seventeen establishments adopted policies of non-discrimination in January
1961.4 It was against this backdrop of city-wide segregation and the growing
consciousness of St. Petersburg's African-American community that Florida Presbyterian
opened its doors in 1959.
2
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In the fall of 1965, Harry Singletary, Jr., arrived on the campus of Florida
Presbyterian College, intent upon furthering his level of educational achievement and
playing basketball for the Triton athletic program. The first African-American athlete to
cross the color line in Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs, Singletary's arrival at
Florida Presbyterian represented the end of an arduous journey and the emergence of a
"small-college legend. "5 Born in Tarpon Springs, Florida, approximately 30 miles north
of St. Petersburg, Singletary grew up in the midst of adversity, confronting the daily
struggles of racial segregation and wretched poverty. Raised by stem and devoted
parents, Harry Singletary learned the value of persistence, determination, and education.
Hi_s father, who once worked as a fruit picker, was paralyzed by multiple sclerosis in
1956 and was nearly blind by the time his son entered Florida Presbyterian. Harry's
mother provided the best she could for her four children and ailing husband by working
part-time three days a week as housekeeper for white families; the remainder of the
family income came to the Singletary home once a month in the form of a meager social
security check. 6
Growing up in Tarpon Springs, a community with only 600 African-American
citizens, approximately 10 percent of the population, Harry Singletary learned to play
basketball on the outside court of Union Academy, a local elementary school for black
children. It was during the games on this court, when car headlights replaced the abating
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sun, that Singletary found a metaphor for the tribulations of life. During the twilight
games at Union Academy, Singletary "learned that basketball can be a rough game."7
Running into the green poles which supported wooden backboards and mangled rims or
falling to the unforgiving asphalt court, Singletary evolved into one of Tarpon Springs'
most talented athletes. 8
Despite this seemingly innate athletic brilliance, the town of Tarpon failed to
recognize the potential of this rising star. Unable to attend segregated Tarpon Springs
High School, Singletary was forced to board a bus at 7:00 every morning for the ride to
Clearwater Pinellas High, 13 miles away. As a result of this transit, few of Tarpon
Springs' African-American high school athletes found the time to participate in
school sports or other extracurricular activities. As Singletary recalled, "It was 9 o'clock
before you'd get home to eat and maybe study. You had to ask yourself if it was worth
the sacrifice. "9
Singletary did not actually make the commitment to organized basketball until his
junior year in high school. Despite his performance on the neighborhood court,
Singletary's future in the sport was uncertain during his first season for Clearwater
Pinellas. As Singletary recalled, "I got so tense every time I got the ball that I was
awkward. I was almost booed off the court." 10 Overcoming this brief encounter with
7
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embarrassment, Singletary went on to average 19 points per game in his senior year.
As a result of his sacrifice and perseverance, both on and off the court (Singletary was
also named his class valedictorian), Singletary received an athletic scholarship to play
basketball for Kentucky State College.
Embarking on his collegiate athletic career in 1962, Singletary played one year
of junior varsity basketball for Kentucky State. Although Singletary led Kentucky's
junior varsity squad in scoring and rebounding during his freshmen year, he was never
promoted to the varsity team. After the expiration of his one-year grant-in-aid athletic
scholarship, which a new coaching staff decided not to renew, Singletary became
uncertain about his future at Kentucky. Unable to afford the costs of a college education
without the assistance of the athletic program, Singletary withdrew from classes and
considered joining the Air Force. "I didn't figure I'd be back in school anytime soon,"
he recalled. 11 Fortunately for the Tritons at Florida Presbyterian, Singletary's intention of
joining the military never came to fruition.
At the time Singletary was preparing for his departure for Kentucky in the spring
and summer of 1962, a crisis over the policy of racial segregation at Florida Presbyterian
exploded. Prior to the opening of the school, the Florida Presbyterian board of trustees
assured the faculty that no obstacles would hinder the admission of qualified
African-American students to the new college. According to Dr. Keith Irwin, professor
of philosophy and minister at Presbyterian, the faculty was told that "as soon as the first
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bonafide black candidate showed up, he'd be admitted." Despite these early assurances
by the board of trustees, no African-American students applied to Florida Presbyterian
unti11962. In May, Howard Eugene Kennedy, a student at Gibbs Junior College--an
all-black institution located in St. Petersburg--submitted an application as a transferring
junior. Reacting to Kennedy's application, the Florida Presbyterian board of trustees
voted 16-13 to "consider Negro student applications only when the college completes its
move to its permanent campus, probably in September 1963." 12 Viewing the board's
decision as a direct affront to the supposed goals of a Christian college, the faculty of
Florida Presbyterian quickly assembled to discuss the school's admission policy
governing the admission of African-American students. During this meeting, nearly
three-fourths of the faculty signed a resignation order threatening to step down from their
positions if the board's ruling was not overturned.
College President William H. Kadel, who called the board's decision
"heart-breaking," one which he did not consider to be a compromise, worked to mollify
the potentially explosive situation by persuading the faculty to reconsider their threats of
resignation.l3 Forming an ad hoc faculty-board-administration committee to address
Florida Presbyterian's discriminatory admissions policy, the committee members
formulated a resolution which was submitted to and approved by the board of trustees on
October 18, 1962:
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Applications for admission to Florida Presbyterian are considered on the
basis of the following evidences: Academic ability and interest, readiness
for effective participation in the life of our Christian college community and
personality characteristics which lead toward wholesome identification in the
community life. Applicants being best qualified on the consideration of the
combination of these factors, will be admitted without regard to race, color,
or creed.l 4 [Stress added by author for emphasis.]

Willing to sacrifice their own well-being, the teachers of Florida Presbyterian made their
commitment to equality quite clear. As the editors of the St. Petersburg Times wrote,
"This is no more than we would have expected from a responsible church college. But,
nevertheless, we think the faculty, administration and trustees deserve congratulations
for their action." l 5
Harry Singletary returned home from Kentucky in 1963, nearly a year after the
resolution of the crisis at Florida Presbyterian. Reconsidering his decision to enlist
in the military, Singletary enrolled at the University of South Florida in Tampa, primarily
because the school did not field an intercollegiate basketball squad. Dismayed by his
experience with college sports in Kentucky, Singletary "didn't want to go to any school
where basketball was played because I love the game and I knew I'd probably want to
go out for the team. That was a bad experience at Kentucky State." 16 However, while
waiting to begin classes at South Florida, Singletary was contacted by Norman
Jackson, a family friend and basketball coach at Gibbs Junior College. Encouraging
Singletary to reconsider his decision to divorce himself from basketball, Jackson
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introduced Singletary to Jim Harley, the basketball coach for the Florida Presbyterian
Tritons. 17 Needing little persuasion from Coach Harley and unable to resist his
passionate love for the game, Singletary enrolled at Florida Presbyterian and became a
member of the Triton basketball squad in the fall of 1965.
The Triton athletic program at Florida Presbyterian was an ideal setting for
Singletary to make his comeback to intercollegiate sports. With high expectations of
performing well academically, a Triton athlete's first priority was in the classroom.
Compared to Singletary's disheartening experience at Kentucky State, where sports
tended to dominate an athlete's life, the pressure from performing well on the court while
at Florida Presbyterian was greatly diminished. While Singletary continued to
embrace the competition which college basketball offered, he realized "we're not taking
the school out on shoulders every time we go out on the court. Every boy here is here for
an education first and then athletics. "18
While at Florida Presbyterian College, Singletary quickly became a dominant
force on the basketball court as well as an extremely popular student. On several
occasions, Head Coach Jim Harley nearly had to chase Singletary from the student
center, where the basketball star socialized with other students. Jokingly, Harley
commented, "we almost renamed it Singletary Hall." 19 Singletary's exuberant
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personality and jocular sense of humor lessened the possibility of tension arising as this
small liberal arts college began the process of desegregating Florida's intercollegiate
athletic programs. In one instance, during a photo session for the Triton basketball
squad, Coach Harley told the team "to watch the camera, this picture is going to be in
color."20 Singletary, standing in the back row, quickly quipped, "I always take my
picture in color. "2 1 In attempting to deal with his role as Florida Presbyterian's only
black athlete, it was easier for Singletary to address openly the race issue, even if in jest,
rather than ignore the obvious.
On the basketball court, Singletary rapidly became the Triton's star player,
setting 16 of 27 school records by the time he graduated from Florida Presbyterian in
1968. Nicknamed "The Spring" by fellow teammates for his tremendous leaping ability,
Singletary was both talented and confident of his abilities, preferring to "jump against
guys taller than me. "22 Singletary's performance backed up this brash attitude. He was
an All-American who averaged 27.3 points and 17 rebounds per game.
During three years of competition at Florida Presbyterian, Singletary only
encountered one episode of racial hostility. In a game during Singletary's second season
as a Triton, Presbyterian faced an all-white team from Athens, Alabama, in the Suncoast
tournament. Trailing early in the game, Singletary was at the foul-line for two free
tlu·ows, when one of the Alabama players called him "nigger. "23 Ignoring the comment,
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Singletary dribbled the ball and made both shots. Elbowed throughout the game,
Singletary brazenly averred to one of the opposing players, "Just keep it up, because we
are going to go home with the championship trophy." 24 Refusing to succumb to the
hostile attitude of the Alabama players, Singletary's prediction came true. He scored
35 points that night, and the Tritons walked away with the title.
Still a new school by the time Harry Singletary enrolled for classes, Florida
Presbyterian served as an ideal setting to initiate the process of desegregating Florida's
college sports programs. Created after the Brown decisions, Presbyterian lacked any
tradition or heritage of racial intolerance. The absence of an alumni association
allowed the school's professors to express openly their commitment to the Civil Rights
Movement without the fear of losing any economic benefit. Unencumbered by purse
strings or concerns over monetary gains, the philosophies of Florida Presbyterian's
charter faculty members created a liberal atmosphere of racial toleration.
The symbiotic combination of Harry Singletary's enthusiastic personality and the
commitment to the ideals of the Civil Rights Movement by the faculty and students of
Florida Presbyterian College created conditions which facilitated the desegregation of
Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs. Singletary was the ideal person to become
Florida's first African-American college athlete on a previously all-white team. Not only
was Singletary athletically gifted, he was also intellectually and academically talented.
He graduated with honors from Florida Presbyterian in 1968; he later earned a masters
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degree from the University of Chicago. In addition, Singletary's brief time at Kentucky
State College, although a rather disheartening experience, introduced this basketball
talent to competition against white athletes. Therefore, once Singletary became the fust
black athlete in Florida's previously all-white college sports programs, the interaction
with white basketball players was not a new occurrence. Finally, growing up in the
adverse conditions of segregated Tarpon Springs, Singletary developed a resolve and
drive which helped him to persevere as he journeyed into the new world of desegregated
sports.

THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA:
WHITE RESISTANCE

While the desegregation of Florida Presbyterian College was characterized by a
commitment to the ideal of equality, the athletic department ofthe University ofFlorida,
the state's largest public institution and the darling of state legislators, proved to be
reluctant to recruit African-American athletes. As a member of the Southeastern
Conference (SEC), "the last major intercollegiate conference in the United States" to
desegregate its athletic teams, this resistance to the desegregation of sports at Florida
mirrored the slow process of social change in the South. 1 (See the Appendix for a more
detailed look at black athletes in the SEC.) Although the University of Florida was the
first public institution in the state to lower the barriers of segregation in 1958, this
decision was not voluntary, but mandated by a federal court judge. While eventually
succumbing to the trend of the desegregation of Southern sports programs, the first
African-American athletes at the University of Florida, although accepted on the field of
competition, often found themselves isolated from the mainstream of college life.
In most regards, the University of Florida was typical of other Southeastern
Conference schools. During the 1950s and 1960s, many SEC schools not only fought
against desegregating their own sports programs, but also the notion of competing
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against racially mixed teams. Mississippi State University, for example, went so far as
to withdraw from the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball tournament

in 1959 and 1961. Also in 1961, the University ofMississippi football team, ranked
number two in the nation, refused to play against desegregated Michigan State in a bowl
game to determine the national champion. While the University of Kentucky was the first
among these schools to admit black students to classrooms in 1949, de facto barriers to
school activities barred black students from participation in intercollegiate athletics. It
was not until the 1967-68 school year that SEC teams permitted African-American
athletes to compete for their varsity squads, nearly three years after the passage of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. 2

In June 1958, Federal District Judge Dozier DeVane issued a mandate ordering
the University of Florida to desegregate, starting with the admission of African-American
students to the school's graduate programs. In that same year, George H. Starke, of
Orlando, Florida, gained admission to the law school, making him the first black
student to attend the university. This was followed by the gradual relaxation of
racial etiquette with the removal of the "colored" signs from campus water fountains and
bathrooms. Blacks continued to attend football and basketball games as they had done
since World War II, although they continued to sit in their designated areas. Finally, in
September of 1962, seven African-American students attended new-student orientations,
thereby desegregating the undergraduate level. 3
2
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In September 1965, a little more than a year after the passage of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, University of Florida junior Fred McMillian, a transfer student from all-black
Rosenwald Junior College in Panama City, Florida, emerged as a prospect for the Gators'
basketball team. A native of Greensboro, North Carolina, and the son of a career military
soldier, McMillian was on an Air Force ROTC scholarship at Florida. During the days
leading up to the fall semester, he began practicing and working out in the Florida gym.
By the end of September McMillian expressed an interest in becoming a walk-on for the
school's basketball team, making him the first African-American candidate for any sports
team at the University ofFlorida. 4
The athletic department at Florida promised McMillian an equal opportunity
to try out for the basketball team. Specifically, Athletic Director Ray Graves told a
reporter for the school newspaper, The Florida Alligator, that "all students are eligible
and welcome" to try out for any athletic team which represented the University. 5
Speaking in more general terms to a group at the Quarterback Club in Jacksonville,
Graves assured the audience that there was no need to worry about any protests upon the
desegregation of the school's athletic program. Graves suggested that the only
real obstacle to signing an African-American athlete at the University of Florida
depended upon one simple matter: finding an athlete with the necessary athletic ability. 6
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Although Fred McMillian did not make the Gators' basketball team, he set a
precedent which raised the debate over the desegregation of sports at the University of
Florida. Few qualitative changes had occurred at the university since the court mandated
desegregation in 1958; the transformations remained cosmetic. No African-Americans
belonged to student government or participated in intercollegiate athletics. Campus
fraternities remained a haven for privileged white students. In a sense, AfricanAmericans were simultaneously accepted and denied access to the university. When
Fred McMillian became a prospect for the basketball team, a small step towards
true integration was taken.
The years following Fred McMillan's try out proved to be a period of evolution,
as members of the student body and the university administration became increasingly
aware of the unequal status of African-American students. In June 1966, an editorial
in The Florida Alligator posed the question, "What happened to Jim Crow?" 7
The editorial began with a specific account of the life of an African-American
sharecropper in the Deep South and the racial subjugation he endured. The author
continued his critique of American race relations by pointing out that the perpetuation
of discriminatory social barriers continued to frustrate the African-American struggle for
equality. Finally, he concluded that a key element to the true transformation of
America's racial dilemma resided in America's youth, "the university student." 8
A three-day symposium held in January 1967 further illustrated the changing
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atmosphere on campus, as several guests delivered speeches on the key theme of the
event: "The Responsibility ofDissent." 9 On the evening of January 21, James Farmer,
civil rights leader and a founder ofthe Congress of Racial Equality, delivered the final
address of the symposium in the Florida gym. In keeping with the larger theme of the
conference, Farmer called for peaceful protest as a means of addressing the injustices of
American society.
In January 1968, a little more than two years after Fred McMillian
announced his interest in playing for the Gators, controversy over the lack of
African-American athletes at the University of Florida erupted. Reverend T. A. Wright, a
Gainesville civil rights leader and the president ofthe local chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), accused the Florida
athletic department of discrimination in the recruiting of African-American athletes.
Specifically, Reverend Wright placed direct blame on the shoulders of one man, the
same man who two years earlier guaranteed the right of all University of Florida students
to try out for any athletic team, Athletic Director Ray Graves. The accusation was
partially precipitated by a statement made by President Stephen O'Connell at the 35th
annual Southeastern Conference coaches meeting held in Tampa, Florida. At the
conference, President O'Connell assured his audience that Coach Graves did not
deliberately pass over black athletes; rather, the black athletes recruited did not meet the
minimum academic requirements ofthe university.lO
9
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Responding to O'Connell's assurances, Wright made his feelings quite clear,
stating that "Coach Ray Graves is the big reason why Negro athletes never compete at
UF."ll In countering O'Connell's suggestion that Florida's African-American athletic
prospects were academically ineligible, Wright pointed out that other schools in the SEC,
such as Kentucky and Tulane, had black players, with an African-American
basketball and baseball player respectively. Even Florida State University in Tallahassee
had signed African-American athletes to basketball, football, and track scholarships
by this time. Wright continued his argument, by asking how blacks who allegedly could
not meet the University of Florida's academic requirements, had gained admission to
schools in the North with even more rigid academic standards? Pointing out that the
University of Florida received state funds, Wright demanded that Coach Graves work to
recruit African-American athletes to "ease the Negroes [sic] plight." 12

In early February, statistics released from the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare (HEW) offered evidence to support Reverend Wright's accusations.
HEW researched to determine if the nation's colleges and universities complied with the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. While the Civil Rights Act lifted barriers of segregation, it did
not provide or mandate provisions for change. Freedom of choice plans became the
remedy adopted by most schools, which in most instances turned out to be ineffective.
As a result, HEW found that of the 15,221 full-time students enrolled at the University of
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Florida, only 87 were African-American. Of the 300 University of Florida students who
received scholarships, none were African-American students. 13 HEW issued a statement
that if the allegations of discriminatory recruiting proved to be true, $2.1 million in
federal funds would be withheld from the University.l 4
According to HEW figures, the University of Florida's recruiting policy was
symbolic of a larger trend within the SEC, with only 11 African-American athletes on
scholarship in the entire conference (see appendix). Of the 10 SEC schools, only
Tennessee, Kentucky and Vanderbilt had African-American athletes competing in
intercollegiate sports. The remaining schools in the conference included Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Mississippi State, and Louisiana State University. A HEW
spokesman commenting on the survey concluded that the findings were a "sad
commentary on the status ofNegro recruiting in the SEC." 15
Responding to the allegations made by both Reverend Wright and the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Coach Graves clarified his position, stating that "I
want a Negro to play sports here just as much as anyone else. We've been actively
recruiting them for five years. It's just that they haven't been smart enough to get in. "16
Correctly perceiving the racial climate, the sports editor for the school newspaper wrote,
"five years ago this comment would have sufficed ... but today, amidst Black Power and
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the like, the minority is not satisfied with the white man's statements." 17 It seemed that
Athletic Director Ray Graves could no longer hide behind the facade of flowery rhetoric,
as local civil rights leaders, white liberals, and the federal government grew increasingly
impatient.
Graves stood his ground, continually asserting that he had done nothing to hinder
African-American athletes from competing for the University of Florida. He stated
emphatically that "in my heart and soul, I feel that I have been trying my best to get
qualified Negroes to play sports here." 18 As for the threat of an investigation from the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Graves offered a personal invitation to
the federal government to come and investigate the university's athletic department,
guaranteeing "they won't find a thing." 19
As for the Reverend T. A. Wright, Coach Graves perceived him as little more
than a troublemaker with little true concern for African-American athletes. While
attempting to rebut the accusations made by the Reverend, Graves charged that Wright
was an obstacle to the desegregation of the university's sports program. "The statement
by Wright hurt our recruiting program" Graves insisted, "If he wanted to help get a Negro
into UF athletics, he would have offered constructive criticism. "20 Graves believed that
Wright's comments could create a false image of racial hatred on campus, causing
African-American athletes to select other schools over the University of Florida.
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What Graves apparently failed to recognize or acknowledge was that to a large
extent the state's African-American athletes already understood the reputation of the
University of Florida. As a result, those African-American athletes recruited by Florida
often chose to attend schools where the racial climate was more tolerant. In
one specific instance, David Lee Wright, an African-American athlete who attended
Blake High in Tampa, Florida, was being actively recruited by Coach Norm Sloan to play
for the University of Florida's football team. Wright responded with enthusiasm,
expressing an interest to study law and play on the defensive line for the team. His score
of 375 out of 400 on the Senior Placement Examination was well above 300, the
university's minimum requirement for admission.2 1 Wright seemed like an ideal
candidate to become the fust athlete to break the color barrier at Florida, since he
possessed academic as well as athletic talent. However, it seemed as though it was not
meant to be, as obstacles began to obstruct David Wright's path to the University of
Florida. Coach Sloan admitted that he received several derogatory letters, denouncing
and protesting the desegregation attempt. When Wright officially expressed an interest
in playing for the Gators, the athletic department told him that he could try out for the
team, but that no athletic scholarships or grants were available. In the end, Wright opted
to avoid the University of Florida altogether and decided to attend Louisville, where he
was named outstanding lineman in the Missouri Valley Conference during his sophomore
year.22
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Further illustrating the racial exclusion which seemed to pervade the Florida
campus, an article entitled "Grieves Signs Negro Athlete [sic]" appeared in The Florida
Alligator on April1 , 1968.23 The piece announced that the University of Florida athletic

department signed its fust African-American athlete to a grant-in-aid athletic scholarship
to play for the football team. The athlete's name was Rat Black. What he
lacked in physical size and strength (he stood 5'5" and weighed only 105 lbs.), he made
up for with his militant black power attitude. Confidently declaring his capabilities,
Black described his previous playing experience: "the Watts game was really something,
but probably the most exciting of all was the Chicago game. I scored 15
points on cops alone, 14 on the National Guard and 40 on white bystanders."24
Explaining how he decided to recruit Black, Coach Ray "Grieves" said, "after carefully
studying the films on the 6 o'clock news, we feel that Black is our man."25
The Alligator article was, of course, nothing more than an April Fool's Day joke,
written by a fictitious staff writer named Dave Redneck. While the words of the article
contained no truth, it conveyed a deeper underlying message which seemed to reflect the
mentality and psyche pervading the campus. While on the surface the article appeared to
be a benign protest against the segregated sports program, in reality the language
and tone of the piece was rather racist, showing little real concern for the absence of
African-American athletes at the school. Just as the real Coach Graves offered little
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more than lip service to the commitment of equality in recruiting African-American
athletes, this April Fool's Day article, which contained derogatory humor that came at the
expense of black athletes, represented an empty protest, as the racist overtones came
through.
In the spring of 1968, the Afro-American Student Association (AASA)
took an active approach to confronting the dilemma of superficial commitments made
by the school's administration and athletic department. The protest issued by the
NAACP and Reverend Wright was a step in the right direction, but now the
African-American students of the University ofFlorida decided to play an active role
themselves. Complacency was no longer acceptable. By May the African-American
students at the University of Florida had reached a critical mass of frustration and were
no longer willing to ignore the reality of segregation at their school. Describing the task
confronting the AASA, Larry Jordan, a press secretary for the association, believed "the
greatest boulder in front of the African-American student here is the atmosphere. White
students here think they are in Alabama. There is a lot of latent hostility and most of the
instances are subtle. n26
In the last week of May, a group of African-American students, most of whom
were members of the AASA, issued charges of racial discrimination against a number of
departments at the University of Florida. A variety of complaints and accusations were
made, from the lack of African-American counselors for African-American students to
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the alleged discrimination by white professors. A large portion of the student's
grievances centered upon the lives of black students outside ofthe classroom, charging
that there was no campus social life available to them. 27 Of the 87 African-American
students enrolled at Florida (the entire student body totaled over 19 ,000), none
belonged to or participated in any functions of the school's Student Government. 2 8 No
African-American students belonged to any of the 27 fraternities on campus. One
fraternity's charter contained a "White Christian" clause, which forbade the acceptance of
any nonwhite or nonchristian to the organization. 29 The AASA went on to support the
charges made by Reverend Wright, accusing the athletic department of prejudice and
bigotry in the recruitment of African-American athletes.
The University of Florida's African-American students also claimed that the
Senior Placement Examination given in Florida was discriminatory and impeded black
enrollment in Florida schools.30 Earlier in the year, Coach Graves argued the reason no
African-American athletes competed for the University of Florida was because of those
recruited, none obtained the necessary 300 points for admission into the university.
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Commenting on his attempts to recruit African-American athletes for the Gator's athletic
program, Graves explained, "I have found 15 Negroes who I thought had good enough
grades and ability to play for me. But after the Senior Placement scores, not a single one
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is left."31
The charge of cultural bias on the placement examination went beyond the claims
of racism and prejudice directed toward the athletic department and the university.
On a broader level, this charge illustrated just how arduous the task of implementing
true integration proved to be. Not just one man, one department, or even one school
was at the heart of the problem; they were simply symptoms of a larger illness.
Bigotry and prejudice permeated the society. Before full integration could occur, the
social ethos of institutionalized racism, built upon years of tradition and heritage, had to
be toppled.
While President O'Connell and the university's administration busied
themselves listening to the complaints issued by the AASA, Jimmy Carnes, head coach
of the Gators' track team visited Ocala, Florida. That visit represented an important first
step toward the desegregation of Florida's sports program. On Wednesday night, May 22,
1968, Coach Carnes signed Ron Coleman, a talented long and triple jumper. He
became the first African-American athlete to be awarded an athletic grant at the
University of Florida. After a lengthy recruiting period, during which Coleman
contemplated attending Bethune-Cookman College in Daytona Beach, Coleman chose
Florida, primarily because of the opportunities the Gators' track team offered an
aspiring track star.3 2 Commenting on his feelings about becoming the University of
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Florida's first African-American athlete, Coleman expressed his pride in that role, "but
my first pride is in being with the Gators sports program. ,33

Here were the beginnings of integration. Coleman, an exceptional athlete, was
chosen for the sake of his ability and rewarded accordingly. As an athlete, Coleman
proved to be a tremendous asset to the Gator's track team. In his sophomore year he was
honored as the outstanding outdoor track athlete in the SEC. In 1972, Coleman became
the SEC triple jump champion by leaping 50'7" at the Louisiana State University track in
Baton Rouge, eclipsing the previous conference record by nearly five inches. 34 Capping
off his spectacular performance during the 1972 season, Coleman received the Percy
Beard Award, given each year to the University of Florida's most successful track athlete;
he also qualified to participate in the United States Olympic
Trials.35
While Coleman was the first African-American athlete to sign with the
university's athletic program, he was not the first to compete. Enrolling at the University
of Florida in September 1968, Johnnie Brown of West Palm Beach, became a member
of the school's cross country team in the fall semester.36 Although Brown led the Gators
to a regional NCAA championship his freshmen year, his athletic career at Florida
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proved to be brief. In the Spring of 1970, unable to maintain the necessary grades to
remain a student at the University of Florida, Brown received an academic suspension for
the Summer term. Unfortunately for the university's track team, the United States
government required the services of the budding track star, drafting him for military
service in Vietnam during his suspension. Commenting on the induction of his star
runner into the Army, Coach Carnes said simply, "it is a heck of a way to lose a fine
athlete like Brown."37
Although the signings of Ron Coleman and Johnnie Brown as the first
African-American athletes to the University of Florida athletic program represented a
long-awaited milestone, their significance must be placed in proper perspective. The
desegregation of sports at the University of Florida did not occur over night. As an
editorial in The Florida Alligator announced rather succinctly, "It's about time." 38
During the debate over the desegregation of sports at the University of Florida, Florida
State University in Tallahassee signed seven African-American athletes, all of whom met
the standard academic entrance requirements of the school. In the same year Brown and
Coleman signed with the University of Florida, Harry Singletary graduated from Florida
Presbyterian College. The Alligator editorial continued, "we're still behind. It can't be
expected that overnight the UF will become renowned as a place of welcome for players
and students of all colors. But it's a start. "39 This was precisely the significance of the
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signing of Brown and Coleman, only the fust step towards achieving the goal of
integration had been taken.
Following in the path opened by Coleman and Brown, Leonard George of Tampa
and Willie B. Jackson of Sarasota, signed scholarships in December 1969 to play for
the school's football team. After playing for the freshman squad, both athletes lettered
during their remaining three years of collegiate sport eligibility. 40 Jackson, born to a
large family in Mississippi, on June 6, 1949, moved to Sarasota, Florida, at the age of
eight with his parents, five brothers, and four sisters. Jackson attended high school and
played football in Sarasota through his junior year. He transferred to Valley Forge
Military Academy in Pennsylvania during his senior year in an effort to improve
academically with the hopes of becoming more appealing to college recruiters. 4 1
Jackson was heavily recruited by and seriously contemplated attending the
University of Ohio. However, he finally decided upon Florida for a rather simple reason,
"the weather." 42 Fortunately for the University of Florida football team, it seldom
snowed in Gainesville, as Willie Jackson became an essential ingredient of the Gator
offense. Jackson won the Player ofthe Week Award in September of 1971 for gaining
133 yards on five kick off returns against the Crimson Tide ofthe University of Alabama.

A staff writer for the school paper who witnessed Jackson's performance wrote, "one of
the first black players to wear a Gator uniform, Jackson has proved his status as a vital
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cog in the Gator attack. n43 After graduating with a bachelor of science degree in public
relations, Jackson was drafted by the National Football League's Los Angeles Rams in
the eleventh round; he played the entire pre-season before being cut. Released by the
Houston Oilers the following pre-season, Jackson finally found a home as a member of
the Jacksonville Express of the World Football League.4 4
During his college sports career in the blue and orange of the Gator uniform,
Willie Jackson encountered few racially charged incidents on the field of competition.
On the gridiron, Jackson felt no discrimination from his teammates, coaches, or opposing
players; his athletic ability on the field garnered their respect. However, away from the
football field, Willie Jackson and the other African-American athletes at the University
of Florida lived an isolated existence. Excluded from the mainstream of campus life,
as were most of Florida's African-American students, Jackson spent most of his time
with fellow black athletes. While allowed to adorn the Gator uniform each weekend
during football season to bring pride to the University of Florida athletic program,
Jackson continued to feel the pains of segregation.4 5
In April 1971 , the week following spring break, the cauldron of racial
tension on campus fmally boiled over. On the morning of April15, approximately fifty
African-American students marched from the Plaza of the Americas to the office of
President O'Connell located in Tigert Hall, demanding the establishment of an
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African-American culture center. The president agreed to address the request of the
students, but only after the group cleared the area. Most of the crowd seemed satisfied
with the promise made by O'Connell, and the majority of the crowd dispersed. Only a
few students remained in the hallways. However, the tense situation was not so easily
resolved. A little after 10:30 AM, a larger group returned to Tigert Hall, this time
prepared to remain until its grievances were addressed. When threats of suspension
made little impact, chief of campus police Audie L. Shuler called the Alachuca Cotmty
sheriffs department, which dispatched seventy-five officers to the campus. The presence
of the officers and the fear of arrest finally persuaded the students to leave. 46
However, approximately at noon, the group returned for the third and final time,
singing and yelling as it marched through Tigert Hall and directly into the office of
President O'Connell. The police proceeded to lock all of the entrances to the building
and barricaded the surrounding streets. This time the group refused to leave. The
demonstration, which lasted only a few hours, finally ended with the decision
to mrest all of the students involved in the protest. The police arrested a total of 72
people, 66 of whom were students.47
The mass anest sparked a wave of protest and discontent throughout the campus,
beginning with a rally in the Plaza of the Americas called by Student Body President
Stephen Uhfelder. That night, a crowd of over 2,000 students marched toward
the private home of President O'Connell; the sheriffs department was prepared for
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any hostile outbreak. None occurred. Instead, students peacefully denounced the arrests,
reciting the "Lord's Prayer" and singing "We Shall Overcome" and "Give Peace a
Chance."48 Ultimately, 123 African-American students withdrew from the University of
Florida, nearly ftfty percent of the school's black population.49
The African-American athletes on campus faced a dilemma over the
decision to withdraw or to remain at school. By this time, a total of ten
African-American athletes participated in intercollegiate sports for the Gators; four
played football, four were on the track team, and two played on the freshmen basketball
squad. While some of the athletes participated in the march on Tigert Hall, none were
present when the arrests occurred. Willie Jackson, explaining his reasons for
participating, said simply, "to show your prejudice like you [the administration] say your
not. "50 The African-American athletes faced a difficult decision. If they decided to
withdraw, NCAA rules required them to wait one year after reenolling before they could
compete in intercollegiate competition. As a result, if athletes such as Willie Jackson and
Leonard George harbored any aspirations of becoming professional football players,
withdrawing would severely hamper their dreams and hopes, as they would lose a year
during which professional scouts could size up their athletic potential. 5l Further, for
many of the athletes, athletic ability was the only way they could fund their education. As
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Benny Vaughn, half-miler for the track team remarked, "I am inclined to go with the
majority, but you have to take the fmancial aspect of this thing also. n52
Marty Perlmutter, executive sports editor of The Florida Alligator, penetrated
the sad irony of the African-American athletes at the University of Florida: "If black
athletes decide to leave, the athletic program at Florida wouldn't crumble. It wouldn't
even splinter as blacks don't play that big a part in the program." 53 Here was the true
nature of the integration of the sports program at the University of Florida. Perhaps
realizing their situation, the African-American athletes at Florida collectively decided to
remain at the school. On Tuesday, April 27, Willie Jackson read a public statement on
behalf of all the African-American athletes at the University of Florida, stating that they
were going to "give this thing a chance here. There's got to be somebody left here to
keep the pressure on so changes can be made."54
The resistance which confronted Willie Jackson and other African-American
athletes at the University of Florida was a manifestation of the general Southern
response to the appearance of black athletes in the previously all-white world of
sports competition. Typical of the big time athletics of the Southeastern Conference, the
collective atmosphere of discrimination and continued segregation ensured these
pioneer black athletes faced difficulties once on the Florida campus. While welcomed
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on the field of competition, where their athletic abilities earned the approval of their
white counterparts and coaches, the first African-American athletes at the University of
Florida remained isolated from the greater part of college life.

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

While the barriers and traditions of segregation at the University of Florida
proved to be a major obstacle to recruiting African-American athletes, the school's
coaches eventually realized that to build competitive programs, finding the best athletes
was essential. This realization by college coaches around the state was perhaps best
highlighted at two very different schools: Florida State University, a public institution
with nearly 17,000 students, and Jacksonville University, a small, private college with a
student enrollment slightly over 3,000. At these two schools in Northern Florida,
the sport of basketball not only began the process of desegregation, but
African-American athletes dominated the game. By 1969, African-Americans made up
the majority of the Florida State basketball team. At Jacksonville, two black athletes
from junior colleges brought national attention to the Dolphin athletic program. Ignoring
the Southern heritage of racial segregation, the basketball coaching and recruiting staffs
of these two schools signed the best athletes available. Reflecting a general trend toward
African-American domination in the sport of basketball, both Jacksonville University and
Florida State University advanced to the fmal game of the NCAA championship
tournament in 1970 and 1972, respectively.
Florida State University was located in Tallahassee, an old Deep South city and
the capital of Florida. The site of Florida A&M University, the state's publicly funded
four-year institution for African-Americans, segregation permeated
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throughout this Southern community. Illustrating the state of race relations in
Tallahassee, Wilhemia Jakes and Carrie Patterson, two students from Florida A&M,
initiated a bus boycott in 1956 over the discriminatory seating on the city's transportation,
sparking a confrontation between the City Commission and Tallahassee's
African-American community. Under the leadership of Reverend C. K. Steele, the
executive vice president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, the students
and citizens involved in the bus boycott founded the Inter-Civic Council (ICC). As a
locally based institution, the ICC advanced the cause of the Civil Rights Movement in
Tallahassee by raising funds to support the Congress of Racial Equality's efforts to
desegregate stores, housing, theaters, and schools throughout Leon County. 1
Two years later, when the University of Florida received a federal court mandate
ordering the admission of African-American students to graduate programs, it seemed
that Florida State University was fated to follow the same path. Shortly after Federal
District Judge Dozier DeVane announced the desegregation of the University of Florida,
Florida Governor Leroy Collins assured the court of the "mature judgment and native
pride of Florida citizens," promising peaceful desegregation at the University of Florida
and the eventual admission of black students to Florida State. 2 However, while Collins
was prepared to submit to the general trend of the desegregation of Southern graduate
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schools, other Florida politicians steadfastly opposed the admission of black students to
Florida State University. In February 1959, State Senate President Dewey M. Johnson,
ignoring any conception of intellectual freedom, called for the removal of Florida State
professor Dr. Dean Harris for his comments favoring integration. 3 The following year,
former governor Millard Caldwell charged that the curricula of several Florida State
faculty members, which encouraged protests and favored integration, was designed
specifically for the "advancement of new far-fetched social and political aims." 4
Finally, in the fall of 1962, Florida State University admitted three
African-American students, becoming the last all-white, publicly funded university in the
state of Florida to lower its racial barriers. Among those accepted, Maxwell G. Courtney,
a resident of Tallahassee, entered Florida State University as an undergraduate at the age
of 16. Courtney later became the first black graduate of Florida State, receiving his
diploma in the Spring of 1965 at the age of 19. 5 The two other African-American
students, both of whom were admitted to graduate programs, were Dr. Marcus H.
Boulware, a student of speech therapy, and Maxine A. Thurston, who enrolled in a
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program focusing on social work. 6
Paradoxically, while Florida State University was the last public university to
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desegregate in the state of Florida, the school's athletic program was the first public
school in the state to desegregate, only four years after its initial admission of
African-American students.7 In 1966, Lenny Hall, a transferring junior, became the first
black athlete to compete for the Florida State Seminoles when he was recruited to
play forward for the school's basketball team. As he grew up "hard and lean" on the
streets of Camden, New Jersey, basketball became a primary focus in his life.s After
high school, Hall moved to St. Petersburg, Florida, where he attended all-black Gibbs
Junior College during his freshmen year. In 1965, Hall enrolled at St. Petersburg Junior
College and quickly emerged as one of the basketball team's leading stars. His talents
9

on the court earned him a Junior College All-American title the next year.

After

watching Hall's performance in a game for St. Petersburg Junior College, Seminole
basketball Coach Bud Kennedy stated his impressions rather clearly, remarking, "I've got
to have that kid."lO Loyola University, the 1963 National Collegiate Athletic Association
champs, gave Kennedy some stiff competition by heavily courting the St. Petersburg
athlete. However, Lenny Hall finally signed with Seminoles for the 1966-67 season, and
Kennedy got his "kid." 11
On December 1, 1966, a garnet-and-gold clad Hall walked onto the floor of Tully
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'sF~ym for the opening game at Florida State. He was prepared to fulfill the many
bxpectations and to relieve the tremendous burden of anticipation. Florida State faced
Valdosta State, a small college in South Georgia known for its aggressive sports
program.12 Hall started the game at forward and quickly brought the Seminole fans to
their feet by easily scoring two points. He then blocked a shot and scored again. Ian
Morrison made the next two points, assisted with a pass made by Hall. Then,
approximately four minutes into the game, Hall went up under the basket for another
shot, but this time he came crashing down on a teammate. Lenny Hall left the floor with
a twisted knee, never to return to the court again in a Seminole uniform.

13

While Hall's basketball career at Florida State ended as abruptly as it began,
he recognized an obligation to himself to remain in school and receive his degree.
Furthermore, Hall felt a responsibility not only to those who gave him the opportunity to
compete, but also to future African-American athletes who aspired to compete for
the Seminoles. As he reflected upon on his strange twist of fate, Hall commented, "I
had to stay at FSU to make it easier for the next black. I know they had looked for a
qualified black athlete for years, someone who could step into the program. I was
probably that someone. I couldn't leave. I couldn't walk out."1

4

Despite the brevity of

his collegiate basketball career, Hall made the important first step to bring
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dovvn the walls of racial segregation in the Seminole athletic program.
While no African-American athletes competed for Florida State during the
1967-68 basketball season, four black athletes adorned the Seminole uniform the
following year. By the opening of the 1969 season, eight members of the 12-man varsity
basketball squad were black; suddenly and rather dramatically white players found
themselves in the minority.15 (See tables 4a and 4b in the Appendix for an illustration of
the domination of black athletes in SEC basketball.) Other athletic teams, such as
football and track, had also began to desegregate at Florida State University, but the
speed of desegregation was proceeding at a much slower pace. A partial explanation for
the overwhelming shift in the racial mixture of the Seminole basketball team can be
found in the intertwining and evolving tradition of African-Americans and the sport of
basketball. In A Hard Road to Glory: A History of the African-American Athlete since
1946, Arthur R. Ashe, Jr. examined the popularity of basketball among

African-Americans following World War II.1 6 The fact that basketball required little
equipment, other than a court and a ball, contributed to the relatively easy access and
increasing popularity of the game as an inner-city sport.

17

Further, learning the basic

skills of basketball required little coaching, allowing the players to teach themselves
during pick-up games on neighborhood courts. As Ashe concluded, by the late 1970s,
African-American players dominated the sport of basketball on all levels, from college to
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of the professional ranks.18 The domination of black players on the Seminole
l,(etball squad beginning in 1970 was, in part, simply an outgrowth of a national trend
1

<W);thin the game itself.
A second explanation for the rapid desegregation of the Seminole basketball
team can be traced to the desire to win. If Southern universities hoped to develop and
foster powerful teams capable of competing for a national title, then recruiting the best
and most talented athletes was essential. As black athletes came to dominate basketball,
college coaches' desire to win overcame the tradition and legacy of segregation
in the sporting world. The recruiting of African-American basketball players by the
Seminole athletic department epitomized this trend, even to the extreme of violating
NCAA guidelines governing the recruiting of prospective college athletes.
In June 1968, the NCAA aunounced that the Seminole basketball team was
1
the subject of a probe investigating allegations of recruiting violations. 9 While initially
the investigation was regarded as routine, it was later learned that the NCAA received
two anonymous letters, both containing accusations against the Seminoles. In October,
Arhtur J. Bergstrom, the assistant director for the NCAA Council, announced that Florida
State basketball coaches arranged for inappropriate tryout sessions and conducted
out-of-season practices. According to Bergstrom, "members of the university basketball
squad considered these practice sessions to be mandatory, and coaches were present at
several sessions. n20 As a result of these transgressions, the Seminole basketball team
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was banned from all post-season and tournament competition for the 1968-69 season. In
1970, the Florida State administration took further actions, forcing the coaching staff to
forfeit recruiting privileges, any television or radio shows, and its basketball summer
camP for the period of one year.21
Ironically, the adversity which confronted this Seminole squad cemented the
relationships of its players, lessening the possibility of tension arising from the sudden
shift of the team's racial composition. Coach Hugh Durham responded to the allegations
and the resulting probation rather candidly, admitting "we were in the wrong, no doubt
about it. n22 Hoping to preserve the morale of the 1968-69 basketball squad, the
Seminole coaching staff focused on a new goal: :finishing the season with a national
ranking in the top ten. Described as one of the most talented and promising basketball
teams in Florida State history, these designs seemed within reach, as the players pulled
together for the tough year ahead. Contemplating the mood of his players, Coach
Durham stated rather optimistically, "It's a great feeling to have everybody pulling
for each other the way this team does.'o23
In December 1969, Sports Illustrated ranked the Florida State Seminoles ninth in
4
the nation, describing them as a team that "had come of age.'o2 This squad, a nationally
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ranked NCAA championship contender, represented a radical departure from the
university's second-rate, mediocre basketball team of the past. The starting five consisted
of Skip Young, who moved in and out of a defense like "a petite point needle"; six-foot
seven-inch Willie Williams; Ken Macklin, the teams "ballhawk"; and Ron Harris, the
teams leading rebounder.25 Dave Cowen, the team's co-captain, an All-American
candidate and Lenny Hall's former roommate, was the only white athlete among this
starting contingent. Further illustrating this sudden dominance of black basketball
players at Florida State, five players on the freshmen squad received athletic
scholarships, all were African-American.2 6 Returning for a brief moment to the
definitions given earlier in the introduction, the Florida State basketball team at this time
appeared to be integrated, rather than simply desegregated. Black athletes were more
than token players, they created the heart of the team.
While accepted on the court, these athletes often felt the pains of isolation
from the mainstream of campus life. In the larger context of the student body, the
basketball program became something of an anomaly. While the racial composition was
changing rather dramatically on the Seminole basketball team, the remnants of
segregation continued to pervade the Florida State campus. Of the slightly more than

17,000 students were enrolled at Florida State University in 1970; only 400 were AfricanAmerican. The crowds which came to cheer for the Seminole basketball team at Tully
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Gym remained seated along de facto racial guidelines, with a group of 100 blacks
normally sitting in a sea of3,000 white fans.27
When asked if the desegregation of the basketball team was by accident or design,
Head Coach Hugh Durham said simply, "Neither. No official board sat down and made
an official decision that the school would now aim at recruiting black players. We
simply decided that, to build a winning basketball program, we would have to recruit the
top players available. u28 Undaunted by earlier reprimands and the punishment bestowed
by the NCAA, team officials continued to employ vigorous and persistence recruiting as
the key to building this new Seminole team.
Overcoming the tribulations of probation, the coaching staff led the
1971-72 Seminole basketball team to the NCAA finals. Performing spectacularly
throughout the season, compiling a 26-7 record, the year culminated with the final game
of the post-season against a West Coast dynasty, the UCLA (University of California
at Los Angeles) Bruins. While the undefeated Los Angeles team quickly gained control
of the game, leading at the half56-39, the Seminoles made a gallant effort, coming
within five points of the Bruins in the second half. In the end Florida State lost to UCLA
81-76.29
This championship game reflected an important factor for our discussion.
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The University of California at Los Angeles athletic department established a reputation
in two interrelated areas during the 1960s and early 1970s: 1) Continuously fielding a
competitive basketball program and 2) A long legacy of recruiting black athletes. The
most notable Bruin's star was Ferdinand Lewis Alcindor, an African-American athlete
who led his team to three national championships (1967-69). Returning to the logic of
modem sports as defmed by Allen Guttmarrn, black athletes like Alcindor were recruited
for a simple reason: they represented the best athletes. Logically following, if a team
such as Florida State University hoped to compete against the powerful and aggressive
UCLA basketball team, overcoming entrenched traditions ofracism became essential as
recruiters sought out talented prospects.
Upon their homecoming from the national tournament, the Florida State
basketball team was officially commended for its performance in the NCAA
championship by the Florida Cabinet. State Comptroller Fred 0. Dickinson, the man
who introduced the resolution to honor the Seminoles, averred, "When you consider the
power UCLA is and has been in the past, number two in the nation is outstanding. All
Florida should be proud of the Seminoles."30 Dickinson also applauded the genius of
head coach Hugh Durham, despite his questionable recruiting tactics. To Dickinson and
his fellow colleagues, the mastermind of the Florida State team stood "tall among the
basketball coaching ranks.'o31
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The coaching and recruiting staff's desire to field a competitive basketball
program clearly encouraged the process of desegregation and ultimately integration.
However, while the relaxation of racial etiquette on the part of white coaches facilitated
the process of desegregation, these first African-American athletes were more than
passive actors in the trend toward a more liberal atmosphere. Throughout the country
and the sporting world, the rising recognition of African-American athletes coincided
with the evolving consciousness of black power. While the civil rights struggle of the
early 1960s encouraged a reform of society with little or no fundantental transformation,
the black power movement represented an ideological challenge to traditional American
values, forcing citizens to reassess the basic tenants of their society. In the world of
sport, the rise of heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali, who renounced his "slave
name" Cassius Clay, embodied this mesh of sport and black power, as he defied the
conventional rules of boxing and society.32
John Burt, the number six man on the Seminole basketball team, reflected this
national trend by using his recognition as an athlete to address the injustices
African-Americans confronted on the Florida State campus. While not literally a Black
Power advocate, his involvement and concern was part of a national trend of
African-American protest on college campuses across the nation. As president of the
Black Student Union, Burt presented the faculty senate with a 30-point list of demands
ranging from the hiring of black coaches to the creation of a commission to investigate
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~problems between black and white students.

Elected as student body vice-president

tl:!<February 1970, John Burt was unwilling to remain idle in a time characterized by
<?aational turbulence and disharmony, as he protested the spurious nature of integration

the Florida State campus. He demanded more than a simple recognition of equality,
which he believed was self-evident. As Burt told a reporter for the St. Petersburg Times,
''f don't want to be known as John Burt, just another basketball player, just another

student. I want to be known first as John Burt, black man, then as John Burt, student,
and John Burt basketball player.'o33 Burt's self-imposed stratification of his various
personas indicated a general evolution of self-awareness among African-Americans. As
a talented athlete and student leader, Burt was in an ideal position to give voice to the
rising movement of black power.
Illustrating the unity of the newly desegregated basketball team, Burt's
fellow teanunates readily accepted his role as activist. Coach Hugh Durham applauded
Burt's efforts, recognizing the intertwining role ofleadership on and off the court. In a
similar vein, Dave Cowen, Florida State's only white starter in 1970, voted for
Burt in the student government election. Commenting on his feelings towards Burt,
Cowen remarked, "He's a dedicated person, and I respect him for that. He's exactly the
type of person I want in a position ofleadership."34
Other sports teams at Florida State University slowly began to field
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~.lean-American athletes.

However, the racial character of the basketball team

'emained an anomaly even when compared with the schools other athletic programs.

~, )11 December 1967, a year after Lenny Hall opened with the Seminole basketball
team, Daytona Beach star Ernest Cook signed with Florida State University. He was
5
the first African-American athlete to commit to the Seminole football team.3
Despite considerable anticipation concerning the arrival of this new talent, he never
actually enrolled at Florida State. Cook received several threatening letters and decided
to avoid Florida State altogether. He instead opted for a more hospitable atmosphere at
the University ofMinnesota.36
The actual desegregation ofthe Florida State football team occurred in April
1969, when the Seminole coaching staff signed Calvin Patterson, a student from North
Miami. Although he also received several derogatory letters denouncing desegregation,
Patterson ironically chose Florida State because it "made me feel more at home when I
visited here than other schools.'m During the spring training sessions he became a
favorite of fans, as he broke tackles and made several open field runs. Unfortunately, his
athletic potential was never fully realized. Unable to make the difficult transformation to
college life, Patterson remained academically ineligible throughout his time at Florida
State. Tragically, Patterson took his own life the summer prior to his final year of
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athletic eligibility.38
It was not until September 1970 that three African-American athletes played for
the Florida State football team during regular season competition. James "J.T." Thomas,
a native of Macon, Georgia, evolved into one of the team's premier defensive backs.
Eddie McMillian, who also became the first black athlete on the Seminole track team as
a hundred-yard-dash sprinter, used his speed defending wide receivers. Together,
39

McMillian and Thomas were known as the "best set of cornerbacks" in the nation.
Rounding out this football trio, Charlie Hunt started at end for the Seminole defensive
machine.40
By the mid 1970s, the surface reality of race relations within the Florida State
athletic program was a picture of increasing liberalization, as African-Americans began
to appear on all major intercollegiate sports teams. Motivated by a desire to build
competitive programs capable of obtaining national titles, the Seminole recruiting and
coaching staffs managed to look beyond skin color and overcome decades of white
Southern tradition. In the 1976 season, the Florida State baseball team recruited its first
African-American player.4 1 Even the less noted Judo team lowered the barriers of
segregation in 1971, when Jerry Dean, a second-degree black belt, led the Seminoles to a
second-place national ranking. For his performance, Dean received recognition as the
most valuable player at the national finals and the recipient of Harold Stone Award,
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Judo's equivalent of the Reisman trophy.42
However, even after the Seminole athletic teams began recruiting a larger number
of African-American athletes during the 1970s, positions on the Florida State coaching
staffs remained, for the most part, reserved for whites. In 1979, approximately 40
percent of the Seminole football team was African-American. The football staff, by
contrast, had only one black coach among its 25 members. William Jones, professor of
religion and director of the Black Studies Program at Florida State University,
specifically questioned the motives of head football Coach Bobby Bowden. A 1981
football media guide described Bowden as "a Southern Cracker, to the manor born,
perfectly adopted to us Southern Crackers and Rednecks in Northern Florida. He speaks
our language, adheres to our religious faith, and fits our needs like a glove."43 Upon
reading this succinct biographical sketch, Professor Jones wondered "ifl were a black
athlete being recruited by FSU, I wouldn't think once or twice, I'd think five times
about coming here after seeing something like that. "4 4
The process of recruiting black athletes at Florida State University can easily
be viewed in two distinct patterns. The first, as illustrated by the school's basketball
team, illustrated a powerful desire on the part of white coaches to create competitive
teams. Reinforced by the domination of African-American athletes in the sport of
basketball, a path was opened to lower the barriers of segregation. In the process,
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the Florida State basketball team became an NCAA championship contender. However,
a second pattern--one of resistance--emerged. As a result, the racially integrated
basketball team became an anomaly against the predominately white school and the other
athletic teams at Florida State.

BASKETBALL AT
JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY

While the racial composition of the Florida State basketball team underwent
a radical transformation in the late 1960s, a similar change occurred across the state at
Jacksonville University. For the 1969-70 basketball season, the Jacksonville Dolphin's
coaching staff recruited three African-American athletes: Artis Gilmore, Pembrook
Burrows ill, and Chip Dublin. Gilmore, a transfer junior from Gardner-Webb Junior
College in North Carolina, was a godsend for Head Coach Joe Williams. Offered
scholarships by over 120 schools across the country, Gilmore led the Dolphin basketball
squad to a second-place finish in the 1970 National Collegiate Athletic Association
tournament. Suddenly and rather unexpectedly, Jacksonville University was thrust upon
the consciousness of the American sporting world. 1
Prior to the desegregation of the Dolphin sports program, the racial atmosphere at
Jacksonville University was characteristic of a white southern college: segregated.
Located in the city of Jacksonville, approximately 200 miles east of Tallahassee near the
Atlantic coast, this community was hardly a paragon of racial equality. The site of a
lockout of black baseball players Jackie Robinson and John Wright of the Montreal
Royals in 1945, many members of Jacksonville's African-American community, nearly
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50 percent of the city's population, still remembered this racially charged incidence. In
1963, against this backdrop of city-wide discrimination, the board of trustees at
Jacksonville University begrudgingly voted to lower the barriers of segregation, narrowly
missing the dubious distinction of becoming the last four-year college in the state of
Florida to admit African-American students.2 (The University of Tampa earned this
recognition when a court ordered the school to admit black students in 1964. 3)
Founded in 1934 as William J. Porter University, Jacksonville opened its doors to
meet the needs of local white adults interested in raising their level of educational
achievement. Prior to the opening of Porter University, the only available opportunities
for college courses were offered at the Part Time School Building, an extension of the
University of Florida, and Edward Waters College, created in 1866 as an
educational institution for African-American students.4 On the first of October,
Porter University opened its doors, reaching a total enrollment of 85 students by the end
of the first academic year.
Prior to the 1950s, the Jacksonville board of trustees experienced relatively few
difficulties in dealing with the so-called "colored problem." 5 In 1945, when Theodoro L.
Redding, the president of the local chapter of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, inquired if any funds given to Jacksonville University
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from the city would be allocated for educating local black citizens, his letter was "Filed
as information." 6 However, with the opening of Swisher Gymnasium in 1953, it became
increasingly difficult to ignore the absence of blacks on campus. Not only was the gym a
setting for athletic competitions and physical education courses, but it served as an
auditorium where various performers could entertain the student body. As George
Hallam, former professor of history at Jacksonville University noted, the official
etiquette of Swisher Gymnasium was quite clear: "the performers could be black but the
patrons had to be white. n7
Further illustrating this tendency, the Harlem Globetrotters visited the campus of
Jacksonville University. Regarded as the "Clown Princes" of basketball, this
all-black squad epitomized the inherent nature of racism in America. 8 Entertainers
rather than competitors, the Globetrotters acted out the role of the docile jester,
perpetuating the already existing stereotype of black athletes: physically talented but
unable to make the sacrifices and commitment necessary to compete seriously in the
athletic arena. As Abe Saperstein, the team's founder believed, white audiences preferred
to see "happy darkies"; it was an image that served to reinforce the prevailing racial
categorization which most white Southerners held about African-Americans.9

In 1956, it appeared as though the racial intolerance which pervaded
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Jacksonville University was slightly subsiding. In January, Dean Eisenhart announced
that the "upper northwest section of the [Swisher] gymnasium will be reserved for
colored patrons." 10 While the seating within the gym remained segregated, the
admission of African-American patrons to the previously all-white stands of Swisher
represented a public acknowledgment by the administration of the rigid racial
policy on the school's campus.
Unfortunately for African-Americans, however, Frank Johnson became the new
president of Jacksonville University in October 1956. Politically conservative and
in favor of the status quo, Johnson made his position quite clear from the outset,
declaring that "no negro visitors shall be admitted inside campus buildings beyond rare
exceptions, and for professional reasons, at the discretion of the president." 11
Responding to the desegregation ofthe University of Florida's law school in 1958,
Johnson informed Jacksonville's faculty that "JU [Jacksonville University] remains a
white institution. It has no intention for the foreseeable future of accepting colored
students on our campus."12

It was not until it became politically prudent and the existence of the
university was threatened that the desegregation of Jacksonville was contemplated.
On March 11 , 1963, at a banquet celebrating the 400th anniversary of St.
Augustine, Florida Governor Farris Bryant suggested to President Frank Johnson that
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Jacksonville University relinquish its private charter and become a state-funded
institution. Johnson, who seemed to favor the notion, immediately took the proposition
to the university's board of trustees. However, the chairman of the board, Guy Botts was
not prepared to submit to a state take over. In a letter to his fellow board members,
Botts asserted that the only way Jacksonville could avoid state intervention was to adopt
a policy of non-discrimination. To that end, on May 9, 1963, the board of trustees voted
to admit African-American students to Jacksonville University. 13
In the summer of 1964, Jacksonville University applied for a district membership
to the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). On September 30,
Jacksonville's application was approved for the NCAA's college division.l 4 Previously a
member of the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, the Dolphin's induction
into the NCAA meant increased exposure and a brought greater level of competition. As
Jacksonville's Director of Athletics Rollie Rourke noted, "We gain stature simply by
belonging to an organization of this caliber. It is the policy of most colleges to schedule
only teams that are NCAA members." 15
1964 was a watershed year for the Dolphin basketball team. Not only did it
become a member of the NCAA, but Joe Williams, former freshmen basketball coach at
Florida State, became the team's head coach. An ambitious and driven man, Williams
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developed at Jacksonville what he called the "four-year plan." 16 Quite simply, if
Williams was not capable of producing a winning program within the span of four years,
he promised himself he would resign from the position of Dolphin head coach. This was
not a requirement cast down by the administration; it was a personal endeavor and a
self-imposed "stipulation."17
The combined impact ofthe membership in the NCAA and the arrival of Coach
Williams created conditions conducive to desegregating the Dolphin's basketball
squad. Motivated by the increased level of competition and the visionary determination
of Joe Williams, the Jacksonville coaching staff recruited the most talented basketball
prospects in the nation. During the 1968-69 season, the third year of Williams's
plan, the Dolphins compiled an impressive 17-7 record. 18 While this season
represented the best in the school's history, the Jacksonville basketball
program had yet to achieve a national reputation; but this all changed the following
season.
The arrival of seven-feet two-inch basketball "phenom" Artis Gilmore at
Jacksonville University for the 1969-70 basketball season precipitated a surge of
excitement, as optimistic predictions abounded throughout the campus. Anticipating the
opening of the coming season, the editors of the Jacksonville school magazine wondered,
"Is this to be the Year ofDolphin?"l9 Offering no hesitation, the editors answered: "All
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signs celestial and terrestrial seem to point toward the affirmative. "20 Maintaining this
position, the sports editor for the school newspaper believed "there is no telling how high
we can go."2 1 These enthusiastic and emotional extrapolations proved to be accurate
forecasts of the upcoming basketball season.
Gilmore, one of the first African-American athletes to compete for the
Dolphin athletic department, brought to Jacksonville a tremendous arsenal of talent.
A High School and Junior College AU-American, Gilmore led the Dolphins in scoring
with an average of26.5 points per game.22 Under his leadership, the Dolphins
became the first basketball team in the history of intercollegiate sports to average more
than 100 points per game in a season.23 With the addition ofPembrook Burrows lll,
standing two inches shorter than Gilmore at seven-feet, the Jacksonville basketball squad
was "Major College Basketball's Tallest Team."24 Burrows, a transfer student from
Brevard Junior College in Florida, led the team in overall shooting accuracy, with a .670
field goal percentage during the 1970-71 season. 25
Why did Gilmore, who was recruited by over 120 schools across the nation
and was reportedly offered $1.5 million to turn professional after his sophomore year
at Gardner-Webb Junior College, decide to attend relatively obscure Jacksonville
University? A partial explanation can be found in the rapport Gilmore developed with
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Coach Joe Williams and Head Recruiter Tom Wadsin. While at Gardner-Webb,
Gilmore was apparently kicked and pinched while competing on the court, a victim of
racial hostilities. Gilmore was at ease around Wadsin, "the first white man he could talk
to and trust. "26 Coach Williams also took an immediate liking to the basketball star.
During the recruiting process, Williams reminded Gilmore that "we don't have a national
reputation." 27 Gilmore assured Williams, "don't worry, we'll get one."28
The opening of the 1969-70 basketball season did not go entirely unmarred.
Further indicating the desire to build a competitive program, the Dolphins became
the subject of a special NCAA investigation. During the summer prior to his
enrollment at Jacksonville University, Gilmore worked as a youth counselor in the city of
Jacksonville for $75.00 dollars a day. Speculation quickly arose. Rumors suggested that
the job was an inducement from the Jacksonville athletic department designed to
encourage Gilmore to play for the Dolphins. In the face of this controversy, Gilmore
initially took a reduction in pay and ultimately resigned from his position. 29 While
the NCAA investigated the alleged creation of Gilmore's job, the governing institution
offered nothing more than a perfunctory reprimand for the questionable tactics of the
Dolphin coaching staff.
Beyond this rather minute controversy, the 1969-70 Dolphin basketball
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season was a Cinderella story. The once obscure Florida basketball team captured the
imagination of the American media. Newsweek featured an article on Artis Gilmore
entitled "Alcindor II?" and an author for Sports fllustrated wrote, "Up, Up and Away Go
Artis and New J.U."30 Performing spectacularly throughout the regular season, the
Dolphins lost only one game (against Florida State University). Then, on February 24,
1970, Joe Williams's four years of planning came to fruition. Dr. Judson L.
Harris, the director of athletics at Jacksonville University, received a phone call inviting
the Dolphin basketball squad to the NCAA tournament. Harris immediately
accepted.31 Making it to the finals ofthe tournament, the momentum ofthe Dolphin's
dream season finally came to a halt. Facing the UCLA Bruins, the winner of the
tournament in the previous three years, the Dolphins lost 80-69. 32
Ironically, Swisher Gymnasium, the same building which stood as a reminder of
the racial segregation which had existed at Jacksonville University, served as the
birthplace of the first desegregated sports team in the university's history. Artis Gilmore
and Pembrook Burrows ill, the first African-Americans to compete for the Dolphin
athletic department, brought national prominence to this small school in northeastern
Florida. Coach Williams, intent on securing a nationally ranked team, recruited the most
talented prospects available. Living up to tremendous expectations, both Gilmore and
Burrows went on to play professional basketball for the Kentucky Colonels and the
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Seattle Super Sanies, respectively. In a fitting tribute, illustrating the impact which
Gilmore had upon Jacksonville University, the athletic department retired his jersey
number, 53 .
The desegregation of the athletic programs at Florida State and Jacksonville
University, while two extremely different schools, proceeded along very similar paths.
The determination and desire of head coaches Hugh Durham and Joe Williams to build
powerful basketball teams transcended the traditions of Southern white society. Willing
to take any means necessary to create competitive programs, even to the extreme of
risking punishment from the NCAA, the decision to recruit black athletes by the sports
programs at these two Northern Florida schools highlighted the increasing equality
of modern sports in the South.

CONCLUSION

As stated earlier, a key dynamic in the process of desegregating Florida's
intercollegiate athletic programs was the notion of equality which existed in the
definition of modem sports. Quite simply, if white coaches at Southern universities
hoped to develop competitive sports teams, then recruiting the most talented athletes
was essential--even if those athletes happened to be black. The desire to win, a
fundamental facet of modem sports, forced white coaches to overcome centuries of
Southern tradition. As schools in other regions of the country came to dominate
particular sports (such as the University of California at Los Angeles basketball
team), Florida's college coaches could no longer afford to ignore the restraining impact
which segregation had upon the potential of their athletic programs.
While an important force in desegregating Florida's sports programs, the
desire to win offered only a partial explanation for the decision to recruit black athletes.
Perhaps just as important was the historical context in which this process took place. By
the time Florida Presbyterian recruited Harry Singletary to play for the school's basketball
team, the activities of the Civil Rights Movement had swept through much of the Deep
South. On the state level, Florida served as the setting for several African-American
protests. In St. Petersburg, the city government finally agreed to admit black citizens to
the public beach and swimming pool. In addition, several local business owners adopted
policies of non-discrimination after a sit-in at a local McDonald's. Tallahassee, the
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location of Florida State University and all-black Florida A&M University, was the site
of a student generated bus boycott and numerous sit-ins. As a result of these types of
protests, the Civil Rights Movement raised the awareness of Florida's college coaches
and school administrators about the injustice which segregation bestowed upon
African-Americans. It was against this backdrop of national and local discontent that
Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs recruited black athletes
As each school in the state of Florida lowered the barriers of segregation
on the field of competition, a different story unfolded. While the desire to win and the
impact of the Civil Rights Movement played some role at each of these institutions, the
degree varied from school to school. Other variables factored into the process: individual
personalities, geographic location, the school's tradition concerning segregation--to name
a few. The following is an attempt to clarify the subtle differences which occurred at
these four schools. In addition, the degree to which the African-American struggle for
equality and the desire to win facilitated the process of desegregating Florida's
intercollegiate athletic programs at each individual school will be reemphasized.
At Florida Presbyterian College, the first four-year institution to break the color
barrier in Florida's intercollegiate athletic programs, a liberal atmosphere consciously
evolved against the backdrop of segregated St. Petersburg and the Jim Crow of
Florida. Presbyterian opened its doors in 1959, four years after the second Brown
decision. As a result, the ideals and aspirations of the founding faculty members at
Florida Presbyterian went unencumbered by any school traditions concerning racial
segregation. A climate of racial toleration was encouraged from the outset. From the
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school's inception throughout its existence, the faculty and students of this small college
displayed a tenacious commitment to the cause of the Civil Rights Movement through
participation in local and national protests.
With the arrival of Harry Singletary in 1965, the path was opened to desegregate
the Florida Presbyterian athletic program. Harry Singletary was a man with tremendous
character. Raised in the segregated community of Tarpon Springs amidst wretched
poverty, Singletary's early years prepared him for life's difficult struggles. Even in the
face of adversity, Singletary developed a positive outlook on life and a jocular
personality. Singletary was the ideal candidate to desegregate Florida's college sports
programs: he pushed on during difficult times, was extremely friendly and popular
with other students, and possessed athletic as well as academic talent.
By the time of his graduation, Singletary proved to be up for the formidable task
of desegregation. Not only did he dominate on the basketball courts, but he excelled in
the classroom as well. While the desire to win encouraged Coach Jim Harley to recruit
Harry Singletary, this was only a small part of the total picture. A school which rewarded
no athletic scholarships, Florida Presbyterian College was a relatively new school that did
not emphasize athletics. Seeking to develop well-rounded students, sports served as a
compliment to the curricula offered in the classroom. While Coach Harley was still
motivated by a desire to build a competitive team, this was not the main impetus for
desegregating the Presbyterian basketball team. More importantly, it was the
symbiotic relationship of Harry Singletary's personality and the liberal atmosphere at
Florida Presbyterian College that created ideal conditions to desegregate the school's
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athletic program.
Relative to other Florida schools, Florida Presbyterian College represented
a haven for progressive and evolving ideas concerning attitudes towards race. However,
while this liberal atmosphere fostered the desegregation of the school's athletic program,
to a slight degree the ambiance surrounding Presbyterian remained Southern. This
was perhaps best highlighted by the dispute between the founding faculty members
and the school's board of trustees. For a brief period, Florida Presbyterian was a
segregated institution. In their wisdom, the members of the board went along with
prevailing social mores concerning racial mixing in schools. If not for the courage of
Presbyterian faculty members, it was quite likely that school wide desegregation may
have occurred at a later time.
Perhaps even more revealing than the dispute between the Florida Presbyterian
faculty and board oftrustees was the chronology in which the desegregation of the
school's athletic program took place. In 1964, Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Civil Rights
Act, which officially outlawed the discrimination of African-American citizens in public
facilities. While this new legislation brought down racial barriers in restaurants,
recreation areas, and other public facilities, Southern whites remained reluctant to allow
this transformation to extend to schools, public or private. As historian C. Vann
Woodward noted, "deliberate resistance had slowed and stalled school desegregation. In
October 1969 the Supreme Court ruled that persistent school segregation must be ended
'at once.' Only then, fifteen years after the Brown decision, did speed become more
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deliberate. "1
This resistance described by Woodward existed in the attitudes of many white
Floridians. While the University of Florida offered the best example of resistance to the
desegregation of athletic programs, to a very small degree, even Florida Presbyterian
College displayed typical Southern attributes. A state often regarded as moderately
progressive, this illustrated just how culturally Southern Florida proved to be.
Although Presbyterian lowered the barriers of segregation in its sports program
earlier than all other Florida schools, Harry Singletary did not arrive on campus until
1965, a year after the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Even Florida Presbyterian
College, one of Florida's more liberal schools, was not entirely immune to the Southern
institution of racial segregation.
In 1968, the same year that Harry Singletary graduated from Florida Presbyterian
College, coaches at the University of Florida signed the school's first African-American
athletes to grant-in-aid athletic scholarships. The University of Florida was forced by a
court order to lower the barriers of school segregation in 1958, becoming the fust public
college in Florida to do so. Despite this relatively early date of desegregation, the
school's sports program remained segregated for another decade. While the
desegregation of the University of Florida sports program appeared rather belated relative
to other Florida schools, this delay typified the resistance to African-American recruiting
which existed in the Southeastern Conference (SEC). During the 1950s and 1960s, SEC
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schools not only fought the desegregation of their own sports teams, but also resisted
competition against racially mixed teams. 2 It was not until1967 that black athletes
entered varsity competition in the SEC.3
Like other SEC schools, the lack of black athletes on the University of Florida
athletic teams was part of a larger atmosphere of continuing discrimination. Although
the University of Florida was the frrst school in the state to desegregate, de facto
segregation remained a constant obstacle to African-American students. By 1967, no
African-American students belonged to the Florida student government or the 27
fraternities on campus. The following year, black enrollment was slightly less than 1/2
percent of the total student enrollment of 19,000. African-American students and
athletes at Florida often felt isolated from the mainstream of campus life. As press
secretary Larry Jordan of the University of Florida Afro-American Student Association
commented, "White students here think they are in Alabama. There is a lot of latent
hostility and most of the instances are subtle. "4
The resistance which hindered the desegregation of the Florida athletic program
can be traced to two basic forces . First was the atmosphere surrounding the campus.
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Unlike Florida Presbyterian, the heritage of the University of Florida dated back
over 100 years. During that time, school administrators followed a policy of racial
segregation typical of all-white Southern colleges. In the process, a tradition of
racial discrimination and intolerance was established. It was not until Reverend T. A.
Wright and members of the school's Afro-American Student Association began to
question the lack of black athletes at the University of Florida that school administrators
were forced to address openly charges of discrimination.
Membership in the Southeastern Conference was the second variable in
the resistance to desegregating the University of Florida athletic program. As discussed
earlier, an atmosphere of discrimination was extremely prevalent at all SEC schools.
With the majority of the University of Florida's important competition coming from
within the SEC, there was little or no reason for the Florida athletic program to recruit
black athletes. Take, for example, the school's basketball team, a sport which
African-American athletes were well on their way to dominating by the 1960s. A SEC
coach had little or no motivation to recruit black basketball players if African-American
athletes did not play for other basketball teams in the same conference. As a result, SEC
coaches could continue to recruit only white athletes and in the process maintain the
Southern tradition of segregation in intercollegiate sports.
Ultimately, however, SEC schools such as the University of Florida succumbed to
the reality of modern sports. During the 1967-68 school year, four Southeastern
Conference schools fielded African-American athletes for the first time in conference
history. (For the exact dates of desegregation at SEC schools refer to Table 1 in the
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appendix.) While other schools within the conference gradually lowered the barriers
of segregation in their athletic programs, Southern traditions remained a constant
hindrance to black athletes. It was not until the 1972-73 sports season that SEC
basketball and football completely desegregated. The process took even longer in other
sports, such as track and field, baseball, and tennis. The University of Florida was prut of
this long standing conference tradition. The desegregation of the school's athletic
program highlighted more than the reality of race relations within the Southeastern
Conference. It also reflected the slow process of social change typical of Southern
society. More specifically, it illustrated just how sacred and important segregation
proved to be in the institution of Southern education.
While Southern traditions of education and sports proved to be powerful forces
in obstructing the path of sports desegregation at the University of Florida, a different
story unfolded at the state's other major university. Located in the capital city of
Tallahassee, Florida State University became the last publicly funded four-year college in
the state of Florida to lower the barriers of classroom segregation in 1962. An old Deep
South city, segregation thrived throughout this North Florida community. Ironically,
while all-black Florida A&M University, located only a few miles from Florida State,
offered a continual reminder to local citizens of the reality of race relations in
Tallahassee, African-American students from this school provided the impetus for
many homegrown Civil Rights protests.

It was against this backdrop of segregation and protest, that Lenny Hall became
the first African-American athlete to compete for Florida's previously all-white public
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universities. Walking onto the basketball court wearing the Florida State uniform for the
first time on December 6, 1966, Hall's career ended the same night it began. Despite this
brief showing, Hall's presence represented an important first step in the process
of desegregation. Two years after Hall's appearance at Florida State, four
African-American athletes competed for the Florida State Basketball team. By the
1968-69 season, this figure increased to eight--four ofthese new athletes played
as starters. Suddenly the racial composition of the Florida State basketball team
changed dramatically.
Two interrelated factors offered the best possible explanation for this sudden
transformation. By the 1960s, African-American athletes were well on their way
to dominating the sport of basketball on all levels of competition. Basketball
represented the ideal sport for inner-city youths--little equipment or coaching was
needed.s As a result of this domination, African-American basketball players
represented the most talented athletes for eager college recruiters. As black athletes
came to dominate basketball, college coaches' desire to win overcame the Southern
legacy of segregation. Recruiting at Florida State during the late 1960s and early 1970s
epitomized this trend. Ignoring Southern traditions and unable to disregard the logic of
modern sports, Coach Hugh Durham built an National Collegiate Athletic Association
tournament finalist by the 1971-72 season.
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In this respect, Jacksonville University displayed similar qualities. For the
1969-70 basketball season, the Jacksonville athletic department recruited three

African-American athletes. Under the leadership of Artis Gilmore--one of these three
new recruits--the Jacksonville basketball team reached the fmals of the NCAA
tournament in 1970. Quite unexpectedly, the Jacksonville basketball team was thrust
upon the consciousness of the American sporting world. Not only was the basketball
squad covered extensively by the local and state media, but the team received national
attention in Sports illustrated and Newsweek.
Located in the segregated community of Jacksonville, where African-Americans
comprised nearly fifty percent of the city's population, the atmosphere surrounding this
university was typical of Southern white colleges.

Founded to meet the needs of local

white citizens, the barriers of segregation remained undisturbed until the existence of
the university was threatened. Only then did the board of trustees consider desegregation
a necessary outcome. Even after school desegregation occurred, racial hostility
continued to thrive. On September 3, 1963, the same day Jacksonville University
admitted its fust African-American students, members of the Klu Klux Klan burned a
15-foot cross and sang "Dixie" in lightly covered woods 14 miles from campus.6
While Jacksonville University lowered the barriers of segregation in 1963,
African-American students remained isolated from the mainstream of campus life.
Few of these new students belonged to any extracurricular clubs or athletic teams. The

6
George Hallam, Our Place in the Sun, (Jacksonville, Florida: The University
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school newspaper rarely acknowledged the presence of black students on campus
prior to the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. on April4, 1968.
Considering this tradition of racial exclusion, it was rather ironic that Artis
Gilmore, an African-American athlete, brought such extensive recognition to
Jacksonville University. Returning once again to the fundamental tenant of modern
sports, the desire to win offered the most logical and compelling explanation for this
rather peculiar paradox. In 1964, the Jacksonville basketball team gained membership
into the NCAA. Induction into the NCAA meant increased competition, creating a need
for more talented players. In the same year, Coach Joe Williams arrived on campus
becoming the new leader of the Jacksonville squad. An ambitious man, he promised
himself that within the span of four years he would create a competitive team. It was
during the last season of this "four-year" plan that Coach Williams recruited
Artis Gilmore, Pembrook Burrows III, and Chip Dublin, thereby desegregating the
Jacksonville athletic department.?
The desegregation of the Florida State and Jacksonville University basketball
teams proceeded along very similar paths. While other sports at these schools gradually
recruited African-American athletes, the speed of desegregation occurred at a much
slower pace. Following a national trend of African-American ascendancy in the sport
of basketball, black athletes became the key players on these two previously all-white
squads. This was more than simple desegregation or the lowering of traditional racial

7
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barriers. The dramatic transformation of the racial composition on these two teams
closely resembled the idea of integration stated earlier: "the maximum degree of racial
interaction thought possible in a given situation."&
While the basketball programs at Jacksonville and Florida State made rapid
gains toward integration, other sports slowly achieved a greater degree of racial
interaction. Although African-American athletes became a dominate force in Florida's
intercollegiate sports programs, they remained isolated from the mainstream of campus
life. In 1992, Robert Lapchick, the director of the Center for the Study of Sport in Society
suggested that cultural isolation experienced by African-American athletes translated into
rather disturbing statistics. Lapchick offered these figures: White athletes are twice as
likely to graduate as black athletes; the dropout rate after four years of sports eligibility is
28.5 percent for blacks and 10 percent for whites. While Lapchick concluded that the
college environment has improved for all athletes, "the gap between blacks and whites is
widening. u9
African-American athletes are now a dominant force in intercollegiate athletics
in all regions of the United States. In the 1992 National Collegiate Athletic Association
basketball tournament, 80 percent of the players of the final 16 teams were
African-American.lO
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percent of the head coaching positions in revenue sports; the 1990 census placed the
nation's black population at 12.1 percent. II While African-Americans have made
tremendous gains in the world of sport, progress in the classroom has continued to lag.
Consider this: ofthe colleges which compromised the 1992 NCAA basketball Sweet 16,
90 percent of the students at these schools were white and 80 percent of the basketball
players were black. The University of Massachusetts, one ofthese Sweet 16 schools,
had only a 2.8 percent black enrollment rate with five starters on the basketball team.
Arthur Ashe, a tennis champion and black leader, offered insight into this dramatic
juxtaposition between the African-American student and African-American athlete:
The message is simple: You love us as athletes, but you are indifferent
about us academically. You are more than willing to provide academic
counselors and tutors to help several dozen athletes stay eligible,
but you're not willing to take more black nonathletes who will be better
prepared than the athletes, and have a better chance of graduating. 12

The atmosphere surrounding Florida's colleges offer no exception to the
obstacles which continue to confront African-American students and athletes.
Once black athletes gained admittance, they often confronted the challenges of isolation
)

and the entrenched racial traditions of Southern society. Subtle forms of institutionalized
racism continued to exist. While Florida's college sports programs initiated
desegregation in 1965, full integration remained allusive, even after the last school in the
state lowered the racial barriers on the field of athletic competition. As a result, new
forms of discrimination emerged: the lack of black coaches, the absence of black athletes

11
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in keY positions, such as quarterback, and 1he continued isolation of black athletes from
campus life. Academically, the outlook for African-American athletes became even
more disheartening. In a cruel paradox, black athletes became 1he gladiators of
athletic competition and in the process sacrificed the main reason for attending

college--receiving an education.

APPENDIX:
AFRICAN-AMERICAN ATHLETES IN THE SEC 1

The Southeastern Conference (SEC) was the last major intercollegiate college
division in the United States to recruit African-American athletes for competition. While
the University of Florida was the only Florida college which belonged to this conference,
the belated recruitment of black athletes in the SEC, as illustrated by the following
collection of tables, highlighted the slow process of social change throughout the South.
1.

Table 1 displays the years for the desegregation of five sports at the ten SEC

Schools. Those sports include: Basketball, Track and Field, Baseball, Football, and
Tennis.
2.

Table 2 gives the total number of black athletes that competed for SEC teams

from 1967 to 1980.
3.

Table 3a shows the percentage of black athletes on SEC football teams and

Table 3b gives the percentage of lettermen in SEC football that were African-American

.

~

:>
athletes.
4.

Table 4a and Table 4b illustrates the domination of black athletes in the sport of

basketball by displaying the percentage of black athletes on SEC basketball teams and
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the percentage of basketball lettermen that were African-American athletes.
5.

Finally, Table 5 offers reason to reconsider baseball as the American Pastime,

illustrating the low percentage of black athletes on SEC baseball teams.

Desegrgeation of Southeastern Conference
Athletics
Table 1
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Table 3a: Black Athletes on SEC
Football Teams, 1967-80
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Table 3b: Black Lettermen
on SEC Football Teams, 1967-80
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Table 4a: Black Athletes on SEC
Basketball Teams, 1967-80
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Table 4b: Black Lettermen
on SEC Basketball Teams, 1967-80
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